**Nepal Peace Panel**

**Sharing Experiences**

**Moderator:** Soubhagya Shah

**High Points of the Panel's Discussion**

- There is no GAIN in fighting Wars.
- The whole world is focused in Our Country.
- There are still debates and many meetings.
- Maoists w/Armed Rebellion
- Autocratic Rule.
- Secret Meetings
- 3rd Party → UK!
- 600 combatants...

**Peace Milestones**

- 12 Point Understanding (2005)
- Code of Conduct for the Cease Fire
- 3 Pt. Agreement bet. Political Leaders
- Comprehensive Peace Accord
- Formation of the Inference Constitution
- Interim Govt. Formed.
- Election of the Constituent Assembly
- 23 Pt. Agreement
- Nepal declared a Federal Republican State
- Government Officials Selected
- Construction
- Electric, Water
- Benefits to the families of the deceased
- Scholarships to the children of the deceased
- Benefits to Displaced Persons
- Training, Foreign Employment
- Public Properties under reconstruction
- Reached agreement w/22 groups after the CPA.